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Immanuel Christian School in Virginia, where the vice president's wife, Karen Pence, teaches art, received $724,900, HuffPo reports. Investopedia uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Investopedia, you accept our use of cookies. Skip to headerSkip on main contentSkip on footerSecond
Stimulus Check Update: $2,000 Payments dying in SenateCoronavirus and Your MoneyEfforts increase second-round stimulus checks from $600 to $2,000 fail in the Senate. And time is running out. Another incentive to check the update: House passes bill for $2,000 PaymentsCoronavirus and your moneyWith the
support of President Trump, House Democrats want to increase the amount of second-round incentive checks from $600 to $2,000. But will Senate R... Second update to check incentives: House Bid for $2,000 Payments fails (for now)Coronavirus and your moneypresident Trump think the second amount of incentive
verification approved by Congress should be $2,000, not $600. House Democrats agree. Federal debt: Heavy burden Debt continues to rise, but record low interest rates could mitigate long-term damage. Election 2020: States with tax issues on the November 3 ballot, voters in 17 federal states weighed in on various
proposed changes affecting taxes on everything from property to pot. What the new president means for your moneyPresident Biden wants more consumer protections and benefits for the middle class and seniors. Biden's plan to tax roadblocks on rich faces The president-elect is unlikely to get much on his wish list, and
the House Democratic majority has narrowed, and the GOP probably holds control of... Will Joe Biden raise your taxes? During the campaign, Joe Biden promised to raise taxes for some people. Will you be one of them?17 states that will win or lose electoral college votes After the 2020 census? And that has huge
implications... Kiplinger's 2020 election forecast Election turmoil could rattle Stocks As Al Gore and George Bush struggled, the S&amp;P 500 fell 6% from election night to the day after Gore's concession. How presidential elections affect the Stock ExchangeMits abound, but when it comes to your portfolio, it's not that
simple which party wins the White House. Election 2020: President Trump's tax plans President has yet to provide details on tax plans for a second term if he wins the election, but has dropped a few hints in the past few mont... The tax moves that need to be made now if you think Biden is going to be president I'm going
to get rid of most of Trump's $2 trillion tax cut, and a lot of people might not like it, but I'm going to close loopholes like Capital Him... Child tax credit would be sprinkled under Biden's proposal Now that families would see their tax credit jumped $2,000 to $3,600 per child under Joe Biden's plan. But there are several
important catches. Will there be a second stimulus check? Coronavirus and your moneyYou question the support of President Trump and key congressional leaders, the odds of getting another $1,200 incentive check this year are fading fast. Kamala Harris's tax policy proposalsSince she could be a heartbeat away from
the presidency next year, you might want to know where Kamala Harris stands on taxes. Vote by post: The state's guide to absentee votingSeeing health authorities recommending people continue social distance, the idea of postal voting is becoming an increasingly hot topic. Election 2020 and Your Money We
estimated how the positions of presidential candidates on financial matters will affect your wallet.8 Benefits for healthcare professionals, First Responders in the HEROES Act Part of the massive federal push passed by the House of Representatives focuses on frontline workers fighting coronavirus.5 Provisions of the
HEROES Act with a good chance of becoming a Massive Federal Stimulus Bill bill just passed by The House of Representatives is dead on arrival in the Senate. But several proposals in the law have... 9 ways covid-19 will change the 2020 elections The 2020 elections will be like no other in history, as the COVID-19
pandemic will boost policy business as usual. Election 2020: Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders' tax plans One point we had over 20 Democratic candidates vying to face President Trump in the 2020 general election, but now we're down to two – Joe Biden and ... Fighting aging stereotypesAgeism is the latest prejudice
bubbles to the surface of our consciousness, says author/activist Ashton Applewhite.How to run for local officeAs you ever thought you could do a better job than elected officials currently in office, here's how to run a campaign - and win. Internal politics is a system of social networking and the use of power within a
workplace or organization. Domestic politics, i.e. office politics, affect everything from controlling the radio to getting a promotion or a pay raise. According to scientific paper Theory of Organizational Dynamics: Internal Policy and Efficiency, Internal Policy can be effective if the balance is properly established. This allows
organisations to upsuage the prosperity in the face of change. However, office politics often have a bad reputation. Some people see themselves as dishonest sycophumous just for their own benefit. Sometimes people get aggressive in their quest for power in the domestic political environment. Office politics often seem
to take an interest in the well-being of a company or organization. People offer suggestions for improvement, volunteer for duties and simply generally seem useful. People who don't want to engage in domestic politics often appear hostile or helpless, even if they excel at their jobs. Sometimes domestic politics includes
good good sensitivity. For example, it is polite to acknowledge those who have not received a promotion when one person has been rewarded. In this way, it makes the social landscape of the office more comfortable for everyone. In fact, administrators often consider political savvy in the office when awarding
promotions because such people have proven capable managers. An independent, reliable guide to online education for over-23s! Copyright ©2021 GetEducated.com; Approved Faculties, LLC All rights reserved Synonym is a word that has the same or almost the same meaning as another word in certain contexts. The
adjective is synonymous. Synonymous is the relationship that exists between words with closely related meanings. The word comes from the Greek meaning of the same name. Unlike antonyms. Synonymous with the term is poecilonym. English has collected many words from different languages, leading to synonyms.
There is an academic debate about whether two different words can really be the same. Almost synonyms are very close to meaning. Synonyms occur in a language in different contexts, such as formal and informal language, as you would use in conversation in relation to work or academic work. Also, some synonyms
have slightly different connotations when used, although they can mean the same thing. For example, look at the differences between terms for money: moolah, greenbacks, cash, currency and income, which all occur in different contexts and levels of formality. Synonyms can also nestle into each other, which is called
the word kangaroo. Also, English inherited and borrowed many words from other languages and kept some duplicates. (This is also why some words sound similar or do not spell as they sound, but these are additional themes.) Synonyms saw the rise of the English language during the Norman conquest when the ruling
class spoke Norman French and the lower classes continued to speak old English. As a result, the word originated in Norman exists alongside the Saxon-derived people. The consequence of extensive borrowing from French, Latin and Greek throughout the history of the English language is the creation of groups of
synonyms occupying different registers (contexts within which they can be used): freedom and freedom; happiness and felicity; depth and profundity. — author Simon Horobin Insights into the relationships between such synonyms can be gathered by comparing their uses in the formation of new words. The old English
word bird gives us the term abuse, birdbrain, Latin avis is the source of more technical words such as aviation and aviary, while the Greek ornithine is the root exclusively of scientific formations, such as ornithology. How English became English. Oxford University Press, 2016 There is some debate about whether two
words can really be synonymous. If these are different words, they must mean something a little different or have contexts in which to use one or the other, the thinking goes, what makes them almost synonymous, but not really the same thing. Two words simply cannot be fully interchangeable in all events. If two words
had exactly the same meanings? The search for synonyms is an established exercise in the classroom, but it is also also to remember that corpses rarely (if ever) have exactly the same meaning. ... There are usually stylistic, regional, emotional or other differences to consider. ... Two lexes can be synonymous in one
sentence, but different in another: range and selection are synonymous with What a nice __ of furnishings, but not in There's the mountain __.— David Crystal in How Language Works. Overlooked, 2006 When a language has two different words that mean exactly the same thing, it will often stop being used, because it
is unnecessary, or will eventually take on a different meaning. And two synonyms used in different contexts, by definition, cannot be exactly the same. At best, the theory relates, that the nearest absolute synonym can get is the technical word for something and the common name used in the conversation for the same
thing or dialect differences, such as between British English and American English (truck vs. truck, boot vs. trunk.) However, if we look at the definition of synonyms, that is, words that mean almost the same thing, and not exactly the same thing in every situation, the theory that a synonym is impossible may not hold up.
This aspect of the English language — having words that have different meanings in different contexts, as well as having doubles and triplets — is also the result of the language inheriting and borrowing so many words from different languages. Semi-detached couples fragile and fragile came into English from the same
Latin root, but one came from French and one directly from Latin. The triplets of the real, royal and royal came from Anglo-Norman, French and Latin, the Britannica notes. Almost synonyms would be just that – words that are closely related only to shifting but have different connotations, attitudes, or implications that you
would like to be aware of, making one word more appropriate for context than another. Everything you can find in the thesaurus has a list of almost synonyms. For example, a lie finds untruth, a lie, a misrepresentation, and an untruth, each with different nuances and nuances of meaning that each can give to the context
in which it is used. It can be inconvenient when translating between languages, because you need to know the implications and connotations for the word in the original language and make sure to pick up these nuances in the destination language. Paul Dickson's book Intoxerated argues: English includes more
synonyms for 'drunk' than for any other word. Here are just a few of the 2,964 drinker synonyms in his book: BlindBlitzedBlottoBombedHamzzedHamzzedHighInebriatedLoadedLoopedMerryMessed upOff the wagonPickledPifflicatedPlasteredRippedSloshedSmashedSnockeredSousedStewedThree sheets do A definite
dictionary of drunks. Melville House, 2012 2012
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